
Infographic

The Battle of Shrewsbury

Using an infographic from one of the attached templates (
Infographic Templates) or using an app of your choice create an
infographic that demonstrates your knowledge and analysis of the
Battle of Shrewsbury.  Here are examples of infographics that
presents an important battle: The Battle of Midway Infographic or
Battle of Gettysburg Infographic

Instructions
1. Create an Infographic that illustrates the main ideas and

characters in the battle. Who are the combatants? Who are
the leaders? What are their numbers? What are their
casualties? What is gained or lost at the battle? What is the
significance of the battle? Include relevant images and maps
(you may wish to draw your own maps/images for the
infographic if you would like).

2. Visually, anyone who looks at your infographic should be able
to easily follow a logical path.  Use lines, shapes, fonts, and
colours in repeated patterns for similar pieces of information
to avoid confusion.

3. You must come up with a guiding statement that builds the
information on the infographic.  For example, you may wish
to make a statement like, “The Battle of Shrewsbury is an
important battle because _______________”  Your infographic
must then showcase how this is true.

Requirements
1. Your infographic must be well-organized, colourful, and easy

to follow.  Avoid making it too busy.  They can be long so
remember to move your information vertically downward.

2. At the very bottom of the infographic, have a section for a
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Infographic Rubric

Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Knowledge
• information, ideas

presents limited
appropriate and
relevant
information

presents some
appropriate and
relevant information
and ideas

presents
considerable
appropriate and
relevant
information and
ideas

presents
well-thought-out
and insightful
information and
ideas

Thinking
• creative
thinking/risk-taking

takes limited risks
to include
unexpected or
unconventional
features

takes some risks to
include unexpected
or unconventional
features

takes considerable
risks to include
unexpected or
unconventional
features

shows a high degree
of risk taking to
include unexpected
or unconventional
features

• critical
thinking/analysis

incorporates
evidence that has
limited appeal for
the intended
purpose

incorporates
evidence that has
some appeal for the
intended purpose

incorporates
evidence that has
considerable appeal
for the intended
purpose

incorporates
evidence that has
strong appeal for
the intended
purpose

Communication
• focus and purpose
of guiding
statement

has limited clarity of
focus and purpose

has some clarity of
focus and purpose

has a clear and
unified focus and
purpose

has a strong, clear,
and unified focus
and purpose

• visual elements
(e.g., line, shape,
form, texture,
colour, space, tone)

choice and
arrangement of
images and text (if
any) show limited
command of visual
elements

choice and
arrangement of
images and text (if
any) show some
command of visual
elements

choice and
arrangement of
images and text (if
any) show
considerable
command of visual
elements

choice and
arrangement of
images and text (if
any) show extensive
command of visual
elements

Application
• development of
guiding statement

guiding statement
is not developed
throughout the
infographic

guiding statement
is somewhat
developed
throughout the
infographic

guiding statement
is developed
throughout the
infographic

guiding statement
is excellently
developed
throughout the
infographic

TOTAL:     /100


